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1. Introd
w the Citiees Alliance haas published Quick Guidees for Policy Makers:
The UN‐‐Habitat in partnership with
Housing
g the Poor in
i African Cities
C
series. The overall purpose off this series is to provid
de policy
makers at national and local leevels with information that will en
nhance theirr understand
ding and
uent responsses to urbanization issu
ues. In addiition the Qu
uick Guides series also aims to
consequ
provide them with tools that will
w improve their skills in housing developmen
d
nts especiallyy for the
e
them
m to make informed policcy and strate
egic decision
ns. The Quick Guides
urban poor and to enable
overview of trends
t
and conditions,
c
cconcepts,
are pressented in an easy‐to‐read format, including an o
policies,, tools and reecommendattions.
of the dissem
mination of the
t Quick Gu
uides for Policy Makers: Housing
H
the Poor in Africcan Cities
As part o
a trainin
ng pack wass designed based
b
on the Quick Guides. Its con
ntents draw substantiallyy on the
themes and cases deepicted in th
he different volumes.
v
Thiis training paack includes a Facilitatorr’s Guide,
oint presenttations, and
d videos. Th
he training p
pack equipss national and regional training
PowerPo
institutio
ons and other relevant organisation
o
ns with the necessary
n
tools to provid
de training for
f policy
makers on the Quickk Guides seriies in their co
ountries.
op in Namibia was held from
f
March 25 ‐27, 2015
5 in Windhoeek at the
The firstt dissemination worksho
Habitat Research an
nd Developm
ment Centre.. The worksh
hop was und
dertaken thrrough a collaaborative
nvolving UN‐Habitat, th
he Namibian Association
n of Local Authority
A
Offficials (NALA
AO), the
effort in
Polytech
hnic of Nam
mibia with in
nputs from the
t Shack Dwellers
D
Fed
deration of Namibia
N
(SD
DFN), the
National Housing Acction Group (NHAG) and
d the Ministtry of Urban and Rural Developmen
D
nt. About
ocal authoritties participated in thiss workshop.. Valuable insights and updates were
w
also
eight lo
provided
d during thee first workshop by the Office
O
of thee Ombudsman, the Ministry of Land
d Reform
and the Association of Local Authorities in Namibia.
hop there was
w general consensus
c
that there iss a need forr further
At the eend of the first worksh
platform
ms for dissem
minating thee Quick Guid
des. It is on
n this basis that
t
we organized the a second
n
worksho
op was sched
duled for Ma
ay 20th – 22nd
, 2015 in Walvis
W
Bay at the Pelican
n Bay, Proteea Hotel..
The workshop was facilitated by facilitattors from th
he Polytechn
nic of Namib
bia, NALAO and UN
bi, Kenya.
Habitat Regional Offfice in Nairob
m contains eight thematic seminars which
The full training material and syllabus of the program
o the follow
wing:
include lectures, casse studies and materials on
ban Africa: Proposes
P
a range of po
olicies and strategies
s
th
hat can steeer urban
1. Urb
ositive directions; it advvocates for drawing
d
on the experien
nce and
development in po
mmunities accross the con
ntinent.
knowleedge that exiist within poor urban com
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2. Low‐Income Housing: Describes several well‐tried approaches for improving the housing and
living environments of people living in slums and informal settlements – and for ensuring
adequate housing for future generations of the urban poor.
3. Land: Explores the kinds of land tenure systems operating in African cities and examines some
of the benefits and problems associated with the different systems.
4. Eviction: Presents guidelines to help governments develop better formal procedures to
minimize evictions and to ensure that resettlement, if inevitable, follows international
standards.
5. Housing Finance: Introduces some of the key concepts of housing finance; provides an
overview of how a housing finance system works; offers advice to policy makers for enhancing
access to affordable housing finance by the urban poor.
6. Community‐Based Organizations (CBOs): Considers how governments and other
implementing agencies can best work with CBOs to address the problems that the poor
experience in urban settlements – and find durable solutions to their housing needs.
7. Rental Housing: Identifies the characteristics of good quality rental housing and sound
landlord‐tenant rental relationships; presents policy options for promoting the expansion of
rental housing, especially for the poor.
8. Local Government: Provides a brief overview of local government in Africa; reviews the urban
challenges (and opportunities) local authorities face; shows how physical, economic and social
development need to be integrated in order to promote effective urban development schemes.
While the first workshop included all the 8 thematic areas, the second workshop in Walvis Bay
focused only on four key themes of Urbanization, Low Income Housing, Land and the Role of Local
Government in order to allow more time for discussion and debate, and to enable greater
participation and peer‐to‐peer learning. These themes have been chosen because of their
importance in the Namibian context. The workshop concluded with a discussion on next steps and
recommendations for strategies around current housing strategies and initiatives in Namibia.
2. Workshop Objective
The overall objective of the scheduled workshop for May 20 – 22, 2015 was to further disseminate
the Quick Guides Series for Africa and to help deepen the national discourse on housing with some
practical policy and strategic options based on what is working and what is not working in the
African context.
Although NALAO was still the main organization responsible for designing and implementing the
workshop we worked with other key partners such as ALAN, relevant ministries and the Polytechnic
of Namibia being transformed into the Namibia University of Science and Technology (NUST). UN‐
Habitat is offering technical support and the workshop was made possible through the financial
support of Cities Alliance for the project.
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Specific Workshop Objectives:
Our expectations were that by the end of the workshop participants will have:
 Been introduced to key trends, concepts and tools to address housing for the poor in Africa
and in Namibia in particular
 Had an opportunity to discuss policy and strategic options for improving housing delivery
 Identified key bottlenecks and supporting factors affecting housing delivery in Africa and in
particular Namibia
 Discussed current trends and developments in Namibia around security of tenure, informal
settlement upgrading and land delivery
3. Expected Outputs
3.1 Increased capacity of Namibian policymakers to take strategic decisions on housing that
benefits the poor
3.2 Stronger capacity of NALAO to undertake capacity development activities in the area of
pro‐poor housing policies
4. Workshop Methodology and Underlying Principles
As in the case of the previous workshop the methodology has been designed taking into
consideration two key adult education principles: i.e



That as much as possible, the training will be experiential – drawing on the experience of the
participants and sharing ideas and opinions
That the learning will take place in an environment where participants feel free to express
their views – and where divergent views are listened to and respected.

Most of the material in this workshop was drawn from the Quick Guides and was accompanied by
PowerPoint presentations, case studies and video clips. However, emphasis was l also put on
encouraging participants to reflect on their own experiences to the information presented in the
Guides and to the lessons that can be drawn from the print or video case studies. In addition, the
workshop also included examples of housing issues in Namibia and a site visit in Walvis Bay
5. Target group
The workshop was attended by Chief Executive Officers and Mayors from different local authorities
in Namibia representing all the fourteen political regions, as well as the Ministry of Urban and Rural
Development, and the Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia.
The target group plays a key role in policy formulation and implementation at the local level or plays
an advocacy role for housing the poor. The tools and case studies in the Quick Guides will be an
invaluable resource for moving the national discourse on housing the poor forward.
6. Welcoming Remarks by the NALAO Vice ‐President – Mr. Walde Ndewashiya
The workshop was opened by the Vice President, Mr. Walde Ndewashiya. In his opening remarks
he expressed his appreciation for the UN Habitat for investing time and resources to develop the
Policy Guides and also for choosing NALAO as the strategic partner to disseminate the Policy Guides
in Namibia. He also acknowledged the presence of mayors and other political leaders from difrernt
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local authorities as well as the invaluable contribution by the Polytechnic of Namibia to help with
the facilitation of the different thematic areas. He also highligheted the important role of Shack
Dwellers Federation of Namibia and thanked them for their presence and participation.
Mr. Ndewashiya also confirmed that the workshop is coming at an important time when housing
and land delivery are the main issues being discussed on many platforms nationally. This is
evidenced by the high level meeting that is also taking place during the same week in Grootfontein.
He opined that the guides will help in structuring our local strategic responses in housing delivery
and bring a fresh perspective on the national discourse.. The case studies, tools and stories would
help to create an opportunity for candid discussions where all stakeholders will have a chance to
jointly reflect on what is working and what is not working, without blaming and finger pointing.

7. African Housing Trends and Introduction to the Quick Guides – Kristina Eisele
Kristina Eisele then introduced global and African trends in Urbanisation. It is evident form the
presentation that urbanization is an inevitable trend that is prevalent both in Africa and other parts
of the world. As a result it is important that governments and local authorities would start investing
in long term planning and strategic positioning to manage urbanization rather than trying to control
or prevent it from happening.
Some of the key facts and figures presented where that in 1970 the proportion of rural to urban was
63% to 37%; in the year 2000 it was 53% to 47% respectively; the projected proportions by 2030 are
around 40% to 60%. Clearly the world is increasingly becoming urban. In the Namibian context the
projected proportions are 30% rural and 70% urban by 2030.
Key Trends in Africa
The key housing and urbanization trends in Africa are characterized by the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every day, for the coming 15 years, urban Africa will be home to at least 40,000 people
Slum proliferation hand in hand with rapid urbanisation
Booming real estate markets but conventional housing finance undeveloped and/or
unaccessible by the majority
Affordability, distorted house price‐to‐income, exclusion of large partof the population from
formal housing finance;
Customary land ownership practices co‐existing with formal legal systems turning housing a
high risk endevour;
An estimated need for 4 million new housing units per year with over 60 per cent of the
demand required to accommodate urban residents.
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8. Urban
n Africa Build
ding with Un
ntapped Pottential – Marria Marealle
olytechnic off
The firstt thematic arrea was faciliitated by Mss. Maria Marealle a lecturer at the Po
Namibiaa in the Depaartment of Architecture and
a Spatial Planning.
P
Shee also provided some higghlights
from a case
c
study off preliminaryy results from
m ongoing acction researcch projects arround the isssues and
challengges on housin
ng and urban
nization in an
nd around Windhoek,
W
esspecially form
m the Mix‐
Settlemeent outside Windhoek.
W

Thee objective of this session was
w to deepen
n the shared understanding
u
g of the
cau
uses and conseequences of unmanaged
u
urrbanisation in
n Sub‐Saharan
n Africa.
Keyy Conclusionss & Issues: Higgh densities in
n cities reduce
e transaction costs,
make public expenditure on infrastructure and services more econom
mically
viab
ble, and facilittate the generation and difffusion of knowledge, all off which are
imp
portant for gro
owth.”
m shifts aree needed to better understtand informaliity,
Forr this reason mind
miggration and th
he ne for all sttakeholders att governmental (national, regional
r
and
d local government) as welll as private sector and civiil society and
com
mmunity baseed organisations to work together.

Some off the key issu
ues that emeerged from th
he subsequeent discussions during thiis session incclude the
following from the Namibian
N
perrspective:









Since independence theere is a conttinuous influx of people into the major city centtre’s (like
nd, Walvis Baay, Otjiwaro
ongo, Oshakaati/Ongwediva etc.) in Namibia.
Windhoek, Swakopmun
ndependencce Namibia was
w only 27%
% urbanized
d in 2011
For examplee in 1991 a year after in
this grew to
o 42% and it could
c
be anyything around 45% by no
ow.
In most casees this moveement is caused by expectations of better
b
prospeects for emp
ployment
and educatiion opportun
nities in bigger towns
It is evidentt that many towns and cities
c
have been caught off
o guard byy the influx of
o people
and thus the proliferatio
on of inform
mal settlemen
nts (slums) – this necessitates the im
mperative
m spatial and
d strategic planning to maanage urban
nization in a forward
f
thin
nking and
of long term
proactive way.
w
In line with the long terrm strategic vision of thee Namibian nation
n
which
h projects ab
bout 70%
n by 2030 Namibian
N
citties and tow
wns should embrace
e
urb
banization in
nstead of
urbanization
trying to ressist and conttrol it.
Stability and
d good goveernance remains a key faactor in resp
ponding to pressing challenges in
housing as is illustrated
d by the frusstrating situation wheree the entire council of Omraruru
O
uspended forr over a year.
has been su
There is a neeed for a nattional urbanization policy and strateggy
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9. Low Income Houssing – Kristin
na Eisele

Objecctive: The maiin objective off this session was to discuss the most
appro
opriate ways of
o addressing low income housing in Africa and in
particcular Namibian
n cities and to
owns.
Key C
Conclusions:
 A slum is a household in
n an urban are
ea that lacks one
o or more of
o
five key elements of (du
urabe housing
g, sufficient livving area,
access to clean
c
water, access
a
to prop
per sanitation and secure
tenure)
 Everyone has a right to adequate housing
e best guarantee that any
 The full involvement off women is the
c
housing project will succceed as women are most concerned
about hou
using conditions for their faamilies.
ncome housin
ng, but on site
 There are different optiions for low in
upgradingg has proven in
n various conttext to be thee best option as
it is the leaast expensive, most human
ne way of enh
hancing a city’s
much needed housing stock
s
of afford
dable housingg, instead of
destroyingg it.

Participaants worked in groups to
o discuss the different op
ptions for low
w income housing and to
o
comparee the pros an
nd cons of eaach approach
h some of th
he key issues that came out
o are as folllows:

hysical, social and econom
mic environm
ment of
A. On site Upgrading: This means imprroving the ph
hout displacin
ng the people who live th
here. The general
an existing informal setttlement with
h
was thatt this is proving to be thee least exenssive and mosst humane way
w of
consensus here
making affordable housiing available. This particu
ularly so because this approach causee the
t
social networks
n
and
d their incom
me oppurtun
nities.
least disrupttion to people including their
w also noted that this process need
ds to be don
ne with full co
ommunity
However it was
consultation
n as it will alsso require so
ome slight movement of people witin
n the same are to
make room for additionaal infrastructture includin
ng access roaads, pavemen
nts street ligghts etc.
uthorities and communities will need
d to find amiccable ways when
w
there iss a need
The Local au
for househo
old to me mo
oved to makee way for imp
proved services.
B. Resettlemen
nt on Suitable Land
moving peop
ple from theiir homes and
d re‐housing them in on
This actuallyy involves rem
alternative sites.
s
In this case
c
the enssuing discussion also conffirmed that this
t should n
not be
considred ass the first cho
oice option as
a this option
n invariably causes a disrruption in the social
networks an
nd more ofteen than not reduces
r
or deestroys incom
me opprtuniies while at the
t
same tme it increases co
osts like transport, schoo
oling for child
dren which further worseens the
poverty situation.
w if there iss really no otther option is is involve the
t
The most reasonable and humane way
popel in the whole proceess of planniing includingg setting datees for movingg, organizingg
hoosing the relocation siite and involvving them in
n the layout and
a allotmen
nt
transport, ch
process.
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C. Government Led Mass Housing
This is like the current Mass Housing Program where the government takes the lead
responsibility for designing and constrcting houses for the urban poor. In the case of the
current Mass Housing program as in other prgrammes of this type this requires heavy
subsidies. It has been proven that very few city or national government have the sustained
political will or the financial resources to pay for this kind of subsidy in a sustainable way.
The unfortunate reality is that the impact of thses type of interventions have been minimal
and mre often then not their ambitious targets have not been met and their costs often too
high as it is proving to be case in the Namibian case of Mass Housing Programme.

D. Sites and Services and Incremental Land Development
In a way sites and services approach helps the government to to share responsibility f or
providing housig with the low income groups themselves. This helps saving on scarce public
resources. This kind of infrastructure services if they are well planned can be cheaper to
build and maintain. Once people have the services in place they can determine the pace of
the development of the house in an incremental way, based on the availability of resources.
These system can work well only when the site is in a good location and if plot sizes are kept
small one can reach a larger number of people. One can not overemphaise the importance
of good planning to kake this successful.

E. City Wide Housing Strategies
A city wide strategy for housing will typically consider all the options available including
credit linked housing for the middle and higher income class as well as the middle and low
income housing to respond to the housing backlog as well as the future housing demand.
This kind of approach will require more hrisontal links between poor communities but it will
also mean that there needs to be room for innovation and alternatives in the policy
environment. There would also be a need for substantive investment in building a shared
vision upon which different actors can make their contribution and at the same time build
the capacity of communities, architects, NGOs, government departments and other
stakeholders to implement large scale housing initiatives.
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10. Land A Crucial Element in Housing the Urban Poor – Nate Areseb

Objective: to discuss the issue of access to land and identify
strategies for making land more accessible for the poor.
Key Conclusions & Issues
 The inaccessibility of decent, secure affordable land is
the major reason why there are so many informal
settlements in Africa generally and in Namibia
particularly
 There are different policy measures that policy makers
can make to make land more accessible to the poor,
some of these can be:
o Planning more efficiently with people in mind
and adjusting land use regulations to ensure
higher density and planning for pedestrians and
cyclist not only cars
o Improving land information and data
o Better land taxation systems
o Promoting land sharing
o Promoting land pooling

Key Issues from Discussions:
It is become more and more evident that for the urban poor the whole isuse of access to decent,
secure land for even the most basic housing needs is a really critical concern. Because of lack of
tenure security a lot of people are not keen to invest in improving the quality and durability of their
houses and shacks. More than only for shelter secure land tenure would clearly contribute a lot to
serve as a safety net and provide some financial security even during hard times. It is for this reason
that the current Act on Secure Land Tenure should be welcomed in Namibia, the regulations
governing that Act is in the process of being finalized and will open a new chapter in securing tenure
security for the urban poor in Namibia.
Some of the other key issues that came up during this session include:








There is a need to rethink the single standing house mentality that leads to urban sprawl and
increase in cost for servicing land and focus more on densification
There is a new Planning Bill to be tabled in Parliament during the second half of 2015 that
will bring the Township Board and the Namibia Planning Advisory Board together in order to
fastrack land delivery.
There is a need for more integrated land use planning and not separate residential and
business and public service centre’s and thus reduce transport costs for residents to access
services. The general rule being 30 min by foot or 2 km to service centre’s
There are currently also moves to simplify the deeds registration process and to reduce costs
significantly
During April 2015 the first group 13 Namibian trained town planners have graduated and
arenow looking for professional intership placements before they are formally registered.
NALAO is working with the Polytechnic of Namibia’s Cooperative Education Division and
local authorities to find appropriate placements for this graduates.
The property rights of women are often ignored or discriminated against in the buying,
selling, leasing, inheriting or allotting of land. This kind of discrimination is contrary to good
urban management and makes no economic sense.
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11. Locaal Governme
ent – Addressing Urban Challenges
C
in
n a Participaatory and Inttegrated Way –
Kamba
Keyy Issues and Co
onclusions:





Local go
overnment in Africa
A
is beingg transformed
d by
decentraalisation, privatization and public privatee partnershipss
As this changes
c
comees participatorry planning an
nd integrated
approacches to urban developmentt are key approaches to
respond
ding to challen
nges urbanisattion poses – this implies thaat that
physical developmentt should alwayys occur as paart of a broadeer
social an
nd economic development
d
strategy aimeed at addressing
poverty with a range of complementary interven
ntions
Local go
overnment should use holisstic human settlement – that
includess spatial/transsport planningg and land usee managemen
nt,
ensuringg access to lan
nd and basic in
nfrastructure and services and
facilitating community based produ
uction of houssing

Other em
merging issu
ues from disccussions:
Local au
uthorities in Namibia
N
playys an important role in ensuring that citizens havve access to
convenieently located
d land, servicces, adequatte housing an
nd benefits of
o urban life.. This is not always
a
easy beccause of limited resourcees to service land and capacity constrraints short circuiting
c
thee efforts
of local authorities.
a
In addition the followingg key issues emerged
e
from
m the worksshop.










uthorities in Namibia to
o provide
Section 57 of the Locall Authoritiess Act mandaates local au
owever Locaal authorities in Namibiaa are constrraint by capaacity and
housing for residents ho
resource issues to fulfill this mandatte
mental coorrdination fraamework beetween the central,
There is a need for intergovernm
d local government. Unffortunately this
t
was nott the case fo
or the Mass Housing
regional and
Program wh
here the vieews of locall authoritiess were not taken
t
into consideratio
c
on in the
formulation of the strateegy, consequ
uently only a one sided strategic
s
opttion was takeen as the
implementation strategyy in the firstt phase thuss limiting thee full potential of the production
he other wayys of producction would have
h
been giiven an equaal chance
of the housing stock if th
f
in terms of financing.
In South Africa
A
for instance local authoritties receivee predictable operatio
onal and
infrastructure developm
ment grants from the national
n
fiscu
us which makes plannin
ng much
w
this iss not the case in Nam
mibia. This makes
m
it diffficult for
easier and structured while
ocal authorities to maintain and im
mprove servvice deliveryy and infrasstructure
Namibian lo
developmen
nt.
Local authorities need to
t have the right peoplee in right plaaces both at the level off political
strategic leaadership and
Local authorrities in Nam
mibia need to
o adopt the in
ntegrated deevelopment planning sysstem that
is implemen
nted in South
h Africa. In th
his way local authorities are not justt planning for what is
directly bein
ng funded byy the local au
uthority but holistically for
f all government programmers
in their town
n as well including the prrivate sectorr and the com
mmunity the
e developmeent of the
strategic plaans.
In the decentralization
n process to
t local autthorities an
ny function delegated to local
s
alwayys be followeed by approp
priate finance
e.
authorities should
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12. Site Visit – Shack Dwellers Federation and National Housing Action Group
The final session on Friday was the site visit to view peoples housing processes as a viable option for
addressing housing challenges. The site visit with the support of the Shack Dwellers Federation of
Namibia was in both Kuisebmund and Narraville in Walvis Bay. The participants also visited the
mass housing program houses where the contractor on site has been very helpful to explain the
various type of houses and their costs. The site visit confirmed the following issues.





The poor are not looking for hand outs but can organize themselves and negotiate and
mobilize their own savings to purchase land
By improving their dwellings incrementally poor people have the capacity to build good
quality houses that compares well with middle income houses.
With the right technical assistance and contribution of labour by members the cost of
housing can be kept low and affordable
Community based organizations do not just focus on building houses but develop the skills
and competencies of their members in community mobilization, leadership, record keeping,
reporting, negotiation skills etc.

13. The Way Forward
At the end of the workshop all local authorities had an opportunity to articulate what next steps
they will be undertaking after the conference. The key steps on which all local authorities agreed
and committed themselves to are:
 Share the information and tools from the workshop with the council through a report to
council
 Carefuly read through all the 8 modules and use them as key information and direction for
policy and strategy review in every local authority
 Explore opportunities and resources to share the guides with more local authority and
regional council leaders through ALAN and NALAO.

14. Finally Workshop Declaration

At the end of the workshop participants adopted the attached workshop declaration as
Appendix 1:
15. Closure
The closing remarks were given by His Worship Mayor of Tsumeb Cllr. Shetekela on behalf of all
the participating local authorities and on behalf of UN Habitat by Ms. Kristina Eisele. His worship
the Mayor expressed his appreciation to UN Habitat for the financial and technical assistance
and also the participants for their active participation in the discussions. He also called on all
participant to honour their action commitments. Ms. Eisele expressed her appreciation for the
partnership and collaboration with NALAO and the Polytechnic of Namibia. She also indicated
that this workshop marks the end of the current short term project but that tis does not exlude
the possibility of further collaboration in the future. She thanked all the senior managers and
local authority councilors and mayors aswell as the Ministry of Urban and Rural Development
and the Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia for their support.
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P.O. BOX 70218, Khomasdal Tel: 264 61 290 3394 Cell: 264 85 3088 188 Fax:

264 61 240 929 E‐mail: nalao@windhoekcc.org.na & alan@iway.na
Statement following the Second Dissemination Workshop on Quick Guides for Policy
Makers on Housing the Poor in African Countries
We the local government practitioners and policy makers held the second dissemination workshop
on housing the poor in Africa Countries from May 20 -22, in Walvis Bay Namibia. The workshop was
attended by ALAN, Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia, local authorities and the Ministry of
Urban and Rural Development. The overall purpose of the workshop was to provide policy makers at
national and local levels with information that will enhance their understanding and consequent
responses to urbanization issues. In addition the Quick Guides series also aimed to provide them
with tools that will improve their skills in housing developments especially for the urban poor and
to enable them to make informed policy and strategic decisions. The workshop was guided by the
publication of UN-Habitat in partnership with the Cities Alliance on Quick Guides for Policy
Makers: Housing the Poor in African Cities.
Being aware of the passionate commitment of our President and the national government to find
urgent and lasting practical solutions to poverty and the provision of affordable housing for the
poor in Namibia.
Further noting the unabated increase in urbanization and the rising demand for land and housing
by the mass of our people and that this puts increasing pressure on the local government sector as
the level of government closest to the people.
Now following careful analysis, debates and discussions based on the case studies, research and
sharing by local authorities, we came to the following conclusions and recommendation and now
wish to share this with the public and other stakeholders who were not part of the workshop.

Having noted:

1. Poor people have good reasons for moving to urban areas and that urbanization is both
understandable and manageable. This implies a mind shift on the part of policy makers to
embrace the potential of urbanization through evidence base understanding and thoughtful
policy and strategic responses.
2. That there is enough precedent and evidence from across the continent and other
comparable context to draw some conclusion on how best national housing challenge can
be met.
3. The inaccessibility of properly planned, decent, secure and affordable land is the main
reason why there are so many informal settlements in Namibia and is a contributing factor
to urban poverty.
4. Local government has an important role to play in the provision of access to conveniently
located land, services, housing and the benefits of urban life. And that even with limited
resources and capacity constraints local government can significantly improve the lives of
all residents through participatory and integrated approached.
5. There is a need to recognize and value the efforts of the urban poor through organized self
help groups like the Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia (SDFN) and build on their
investments to progressively solve their shelter challenges in Namibia.

We therefore commit as NALAO and ALAN to:
1. To continue to advocate for the speedy enactment of the Urban Planning Bill to replace
outdated legislative framework that hampers the accelerated delivery of land.
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2. Advocate for capital project subsidies for mass servicing of land for housing and local
economic development.
3. Leverage local resources for a training of trainers that would prepare at least 10 local
facilitators to facilitate sessions using the Quick Guides in different local authorities and
regions.

We ask the local authorities to:
1. Develop holistic multifaceted and realistic human settlement plans to ensure that the living
conditions of all residents progressively improve. And that such plans be developed in a
participatory way with real participation by civil society organizations.
2. Mobilize increased financial resources to increase and enhance delivery of shelter and
mobiles additional resource and capacity for delivery through strategic partnerships with
community organizations and other stakeholders.

We ask the Ministry of Urban and Rural Development to:
1. To fast tract the tabling of the Regional and Urban Planning Bill in the parliament in
order to streamline land delivery processes and reduce bureaucratic red tape that hinders
speedy land delivery.
2. To provide adequate funding to
housing for the poor.

enable local authority’s to service land and provide

3. Facilitate the development of an integrated urban development policy framework that
seeks to link economic ambitions with inclusive social development strategies,
infrastructure investment plans and long term sustainability targets.
4. To advocate for the implementation of the second phase of the Mass Housing to be given to
the local authorities and Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia.
5. To facilitate a high level housing workshop with the support of ALAN, NALAO and UN
Habitat
Signed: Walde Ndewashiya, Vice-President - NALAO
May 22, 2015
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Appendix 2
Quick Guides for Policy Makers: End of Workshop 1 Evaluation
Did the workshop meet your expectations?
A. Yes
B. No

How would you rate the workshop
overall?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

5%

95%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Adequate
Not very good
Not good at all

50%

41%

9%

Yes

A.

How would you evaluate Day 1?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Excellent
Very good
Good
Adequate
Not very good
Not good at all

A.

B.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

27%

C.

0%

0%

0%

D.

E.

F.

B.
C.
52%

D.
E.
F.
G.

35%

H.
I.
13%

A.

B.

C.

C.

0%

0%

D.

E.

F.

41%
36%

23%

B.

C.

0%

0%

0%

D.

E.

F.

Which session did you enjoy the most during the
workshop?
A.

Excellent
Very good
Good
Adequate
Not very good
Not good at all

Excellent
Very good
Good
Adequate
Not very good
Not good at all

A.

How would you evaluate Day 3?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

B.

How would you evaluate Day 2?

45%

27%

0%
No

J.
0%

0%

0%

D.

E.

F.

Introduction to housing trends
(Claudio Acioly)
M1: Urban Africa (Maria Marealle)
M2: Low‐income housing (Nate
Areseb)
Site visit
M3: Land (Jacques Korrubel)
M5: Housing Finance (Amini Issa)
M6: Community based organisations
(Abraham Harris)
M7: Rental housing (Ase
Christensen)
M8: Local Government (Geraldine
Van Rooi)
Group work

21%

21%

17%

13%

8%

8%

8%

4%

0%

A.

B.

C.

D.

0%

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.
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Was the workshop useful for your work?

How would you rate the organization of the
workshop?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Excellent
Very good
Good
Adequate
Not very good
Not good at all

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

42%

29%

21%

Very useful
Useful
Indifferent
Not very useful
Not useful at all

71%

24%
8%

5%

A.

B.

C.

0%

0%

E.

F.

D.

I will make use of the knowledge and information
acquired during the workshop when I am back at work.

A. Completely agree
B. Somewhat agree
C. Neither agree nor
disagree
D. Somewhat disagree
E. Completely disagree

74%

17%

0%
A.

B.

C.

4%

4%

D.

E.

0%
A.

B.

0%

C.

D.

E.

Which theme (Guide) will you use the most in the
future?
A. Module 1: Urban Africa
B. Module 2: Low‐income
housing
C. Module 3: Land
D. Module 4: Eviction
E. Module 5: Housing Finance
F. Module 6: Community based
organisations
G. Module 7: Rental housing
H. Module 8: Local Government

50%

14%

14%

5%

5%
0%

A.

B.

14%

C.

D.

E.

0%

F.

G.

H.
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Appendix 3:

Final Draft
D
Worksshop Progrram: Housin
ng the Poorr in Africa Cities –
Quick Guiides for Pollicy Makerss
Date (s): May 20th -22nd, 2015
Venue
e: Atlantic Hotel, Walv
vis Bay - Na
amibia

Day 1: May 20th , 2015

Tiime
08h30-- 9h30

Activity
Welcome and
a Introducction







Respon
nsibility
NALAO to MC

Ope
ening Remark
ks by NALAO Vice- Presid
dent
Rem
marks by UN Habitat
Welcome to the
e Port City by
b Her Worsh
hip the Mayo
or
Walvis Bay
of W
Intro
oduction of Participants and Facilita
ators
Key Note Speecch by Minisster of Urba
an and Rura
al
Development

9h30 – 10h30

African Ho
ousing Trends and Pollicies and Introduction
n UN Habiitat
to the Quicck Guides Project
K. Eisele
e

10h30--11h00

mfort Break
Refreshment and Com

ALL

11h00–– 13h00

Urban Africca – Building with Unta
apped Potential

M.
PoN

13h00–– 14h00

ak
Lunch Brea

ALL

14h00 -15h30

Low Income Housing

K. Eise
ele
Habitat

15h30 -15h45

mfort Break
Refreshment and Com

ALL

15h45 – 17h30

Low Income Housing continued
c

K.Eisele
e
Habitat

17h30

Closure Dayy 1

NATE

M
Marealle,

UN

UN
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Day 2: May 21st, 2015

Time

Activity

Responsibility

08h30 – 9h00

Recap Exercise

UN Habitat

09h00-10h30

Land – A Crucial Element in Housing the Urban Poor

Nate NALAO

10h30 -11h00

Refreshment and Comfort Break

ALL

11h00–13h00

Land - Continued

Nate NALAO

13h00-14h00

Lunch Break

ALL

14h00–15h30

The Role of Local Government in Housing Delivery

K. Ankunda UN
Habitat

15h30-15h45

Refreshment and Comfort Break

ALL

15h45 -17h00

Role of Local Government continued

K.AnkundaUN
Habitat

17h0017h15

- Close of Day 2

NALAO
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Day 3: May 22nd. 2015

Time

Activity

Responsibility

08h30 - 10h30

Site Visit ( Shack Dwellers, Build Together and Mass
Housing)

10h30 – 11h00

Refreshment and Comfort Break

11h00 – 12h15

Next Steps Discussion: Including Overview
Recommendations from First Workshop

12h15 – 13h15

Evaluation & Closure

UN Habitat

13h15 –

Lunch & Departure

ALL

ALL
of NALAO & UN
Habitat
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